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President’s Piece 

Presidents Piece December 2019. 

We’ve enjoyed some good flying days at the strip over the past couple of months. The spring weather has 

been reasonably kind to us, but the warmer dryer weather has brought the wind which has curtailed some 

activities. There seems to be an ‘uplift’ of interest in gliding and catching some thermals and the 

spring/summer conditions has helped them get some long flights. 

We haven’t had much luck with our ‘Second Sunday’ events – as these have coincided with the arrival of 

rain the past few months. Here’s hoping that we have better luck after Xmas and the bbq gets some use. 

The flying area has been looking good with Terry continuing to maintain the grass and weeds for us. 

We’ve started to patch up the worst sections of the track and trimmed and tidied up the scrub and bushes 

ready for the summer months. 

We have one new member join since the previous newsletter; Jeremy Kumagai. Many of you will have 

met Jeremy and seen him taking videos of our flights with his drone setup. He has a very interesting 

aviation ‘history’; he used to work in falconry and would train birds of prey to hunt quarry in Wales for a 

falcon breeding centre followed by training birds for free flight bird presentations at Cairns Tropical Zoo 

and Alice Springs Desert Park in Aus. He also worked with New Zealand Falcon over in Marlborough for a 

conservation trust trapping and relocating falcons and training them with falconry techniques. It gave him 

an appreciation for flying that led him into FPV quadcopters and RC flight. Which is why he’s so keen to 

chase planes. 

I have my entry in for the Nationals in the New Year, accommodation and ferry are booked, and planes 

are almost ready. Only four practice weekends left before I hit the start line – woop, woop, can’t wait! I’ll 

be sure to spam you with photos on the Whatsapp channel so watch out… 

On behalf of the committee I’d like to wish all members and fellow flying enthusiasts a safe and happy 

Xmas. I hope that Santa gets you all the flying bits and pieces you’ve ordered… see you all out flying soon. 

Happy and Safe Flying, 

Murray Irvine. 
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Weather watch 

From Paul Troon. 

Given that I travel from Motueka to fly at Wakapueka I like to be sure I have a reasonable chance of 

encountering good flying conditions when I get there. I use two tools to help me with this. 

For forecasting I use Windy.com  www.windy.com which is available as an App for your phone or simply 

connect from a web browser. I find the larger display on my PC much better than using the app. 

 

 

As well as wind this site provides predictions of rain and clouds layers. 

I have found the predictions to be very good, although occasionally the models don’t get it quite right, 

especially when conditions are rapidly changing. Of course, the closer you are to the event the more 

accurate the prediction will be as the weather models are updated several times each day. 

Whats it like now. 

To get an idea of wind conditions at any time I use the Port Nelson web site at 

http://www.portnelson.co.nz/shipping-information/harbour-conditions/  

This web site provides data from three weather stations, perhaps the most useful being the Fairway 

Beacon which is just outside the entrance to the harbour. 

 

http://www.windy.com/
http://www.portnelson.co.nz/shipping-information/harbour-conditions/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



Notices 

Your committee 

Your committee members for 2019/2020: 

President Murray Irvine 

Vice President Paul Troon 

Treasurer Peter Stevens 

Secretary Andrew Reeve 

Power Captain Doug Stratton 

Heli Captain Lance Walford 

Committee Ron King 

Committee Gary Iti 

 

CnS Editor Paul Troon 

 
The CnS newsletter is published every two months; Feb, Apr, Jun, Aug, Oct, and Dec. 

 

WhatsApp Group: 

If you are not connected to WhatsApp give Murray or Phil a call. 

Facebook:  

We are on Facebook. For those Facebook users out there, look up the Nelson Model Aero Club and add a 

‘like’ to our page.  

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=nelson%20model%20aero%20club  

 

 

 

 

  

Special offer for NMAC Members 

COOL POWER – 1 Gal (US) or 3.785 litre containers    $65 each 

BACK IN STOCK - NITRO ~ now $40 per litre 

I don’t have any bottles for the nitro so it’s BYOB (Bring Your Own Bottle). 
Contact Peter Stevens. 
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Helicopter rescues 

From Phil Medcalf. 

Phil worked at Culdrose in the UK for 18 years and a mate sent this story of a model airplane rescue to 

him:  

 

 

Follow the link for the full story…. 

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7608805/Plane-crazy-Royal-Navy-HELICOPTER-retrieves-

model-aircraft-stuck-chimney.html 

We could sure do with one of these for finding those models that go astray in the long grass and rushes. 

 

 

Bogans Trimming Guide and Handy Hints! 

In the lead up to the Nationals Frazer Briggs has sent this out to the aerobatic fraternity. It contains some 

very useful hints and advice. 

Nov 2019  

Your model needs to fly straight. A straight model requires less work for the pilot when flying aerobatics. 

Yes it will require some effort.  

Step 1. To start with, trim you model to fly straight and level on full power.  

Step 2. The CG – Get the C of G right. Probably the most important thing to sort out before you even go 

for a fly. A good place to start for CG is 30% MAC. That’s “Mean Aerodynamic Chord”. Google up a CG 

MAC calculator, with a tape measure you can find where 30% is on your model easily. Here is a good one 

that I use https://www.scaleaero.com/CG_Calculator.htm   

Measure your wing and pump in the numbers. You will need a big straight edge to figure out the sweep. If 

your model has a straight chord, it’s really easy.  

Most 30cc and 50cc models come out tail heavy. The small petrol motors are very light, and elevator 

servos are way down the back. So do what you have to do to get the CG forward, lighter servos in the tail, 

lighter tail wheel setup, batteries as far forward as you can. If you are still tail heavy, it’s time to do as 

“Page and Plant” did in the 70’s … get out the lead !! (Led Zeppelin)  

A 20g saving on the tail might be 100g off the nose, so make the effort to use the least amount of lead.  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7608805/Plane-crazy-Royal-Navy-HELICOPTER-retrieves-model-aircraft-stuck-chimney.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7608805/Plane-crazy-Royal-Navy-HELICOPTER-retrieves-model-aircraft-stuck-chimney.html
https://www.scaleaero.com/CG_Calculator.htm


A tail-heavy model will be hard to fly straight in the wind. It might be hard to land because it wants to 

“balloon up” meaning if you don’t give it some down elevator it will stall and crash. Nose heavy is better, 

but only to an extent. If your model is trimmed to fly straight and level on full power, you can check the 

CG by pulling to 45 upline, roll to inverted, and let go (keep the power on). If its tail heavy it will hold the 

45 line. If it’s really tail heavy if will pitch towards the wheels. If the cg is in the right place it will naturally 

arc back towards the ground.  

If you change the CG, you will need to retrim as per step 1.  

Step 3a. Side Thrust … not too much. 2.5 degrees is enough. Too much side thrust does bad things. It’s all 

about “P” Factor … (no not meth). Modern pattern models fly with almost zero side thrust and it makes a 

huge difference. Measure your side thrust with a tape measure from the fin to each prop tip, do some 

math to figure out the difference, and then with the prop diameter and some basic trig, you can figure out 

what yours is set to. Use washers to pack the motor to 2.5 degrees. Fly straight and level, pull vertical, if it 

pulls left a little that’s good. If it pulls right you have too much still. Give some right rudder trim till it fly’s 

straight up. When you pull vertical your wings have to be perfectly level, so do it a few times over. When 

you land, take a look at how much trim you needed. Make a note of this by looking at the counter 

balance. Trim the rudder back to perfectly straight looking from the back of the model (ignore the counter 

balance, unless you built it yourself it will be out anyway) and now add an upline mix throttle to rudder, so 

at full power that same amount of rudder is mixed in. Fly again and tweak it. Usually 2 or 3 percent is all 

that needed. Your mix should come in from half throttle.  

Step 3b. Up thrust and down thrust. Most models have this set at zero on the firewall right out of the box. 

If you model pushes to the wheels on the vertical, then you need some up thrust. Add some washers and 

re trim the model for level flight. If it pulls to the canopy on the vertical, you need some down thrust. Add 

/ remove washers, and re trim.  

By now you should be able to have a model that fly’s straight and level, and goes up straight too. Happy 

times !!!  

Rates … figure out how to program your transmitter and set some up. You paid for those functions, so use 

them. Most modern radios have flight modes. This just means one switch does it all. Here are some ball 

park settings for a 50cc IMAC model. If you have a low wing sport model with strip ailerons and elevators, 

you may need lots more throw, most 50cc models have huge ailerons and elevators these days, and that is 

what these numbers are based on.  

Low Rate – 10 Degrees Aileron, 10 Degrees Elevator, 45 Degrees Rudder. We want a roll rate that gives 

one roll every 1.5 to 2 seconds. An elevator rate that allows you to fly at almost full up, on 1/3rd throttle, 

and the model will do small loops without dropping a wing. But we need lots of rudder to get over those 

stall turns easily.  

Mid Rate – 15 or 20 Degrees Aileron. 15 or 20 Degrees Elevator. 60% Rudder. This mode is for spins and 

snap rolls. Slightly more aileron to set the snap roll rotation speed. If you are not at the stage of doing 

snaps yet, leave the aileron at the same rate as the low rate. Slightly more elevator so you can get the 

nose up and actually stall into the spin entry. Less Rudder … too much rudder will make your spins and 

snaps “taily”. Back the rudder off to about 60% in this mode.  

Full Rate … max throws all round … yee ha !! Have some fun at the end of the day, after working on 

serious and sometimes boring straight flying.  

Expo … it is your friend, if you aren’t using any expo your model will be as twitchy and hard to fly.  

Elevator … around 35% in low rate. Any more than this and it’s hard to set a line without the model 

“porpoising”. Slightly more expo in mid rate, and in high rate if you have 45 degrees of throw, really crank 

up the expo. You want the model to feel the same around the middle of the stick, in each rate. Eg set the 

elevator stick at about the amount you would use to pull a loop, and now as you change rates, the 

elevator surfaces shouldn’t jump much if at all.  



Ailerons … the more expo here, the easier it is to keep the wings level. Start with 40% and work your way 

up from there to 70% if you dare !!! Again increase the expo in each rate, so as the throw increases you 

still get the same feel around the middle of the stick.  

Rudder … Try 50% in low rate. If you are mode 1, more expo on the rudder will stop you accidentally giving 

rudder as you pull elevator. But in mid rate, you need a bit less expo, because the throw is less. High rate, 

go for the same as low rate, as they have the same throw.  

I was told a long time ago by a guru, that our servos because they operate in a circular motion require 30% 

expo just to be linear.  

Servo horns and Linkages. If you’re running massive arms, but the throw is dialed back to 20% you will find 

your model won’t hold a line very well, especially on elevator, because there is no resolution left in the 

servo at such a small rate. So don’t go too crazy on arm length if you want to fly precision.  

Throttle servo linkage … this is just as important, so do it properly. Set it up so the servo arm is the same 

length as the carb arm. At half throttle on the TX, the servo arm and pushrod should be at 90 degrees to 

each other. Same at the carb end. If you have to, give some whacky ATV adjustments, you will need a 

whacky throttle curve, so set it up properly from the start. (Ask me about the worst throttle setup I’ve 

seen, it was impressive)  

Trim step … this is not a new fangled weight loss move found at the zoomba class. It’s in your transmitter 

and you should use it. Especially on throttle … crank up the trim step so that “3 clicks” of idle down trim 

does a lot, not 30 clicks !!  

Control Throws. Use a ruler or a deflection meter to make sure your ailerons are going up and down the 

same amount. You probably don’t need any differential if your ailerons are centre hinged. Get the 

elevators lined up by looking at the back, and make sure they move the same amount up and down. If 

they are out, even time you touch the elevator the model will want to roll out. You can use some carbon 

or balsa sticks taped on the top of the elevators, pointing back towards the rudder.  

Sub trim … too much is a bad thing. Eg if you need a heap of sub trim on one elevator servo, and hardly 

any on the other, you will find the Travel adjust needs a big adjustment too, to keep them both moving 

the same deflection at full stick. If you are getting up around 100 clicks of sub trim, you can move your 

servo on the spline and set back to zero. Try a different arm, flip the arm 180 degrees, those things usually 

have odd spline numbers, or even swap some servo’s around so you can get very little sub trim needed.  

That’s all for now, still need to cover off down lines and knife edge …  

Handy web site links  

www.nzrcaa.co.nz  lots on there, calendar of coming events, reports, sequences and rules.  

www.mini-iac.com  this is the international IMAC site, so those schedules can be found there. 
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Making room in the hanger sale 

Liberty Sport Biplane 

 

Much admired model built many years ago by 

Graham Smithson. Fly as is, or refurbish and 

return to its former glory as a fine scale model. 

Wingspan: 1.4 m, Servos: 1 x HXT 5010 aileron, 

elevator and rudder single Futaba  S3003 each, 

and HXT 5010 on the throttle. Engine: OS .46 FX 

which has had very little running. Needs a new 

thrust washer. Mounts broken at front but 

works fine.   Rx battery: NiMH 

Pricing:  $25 airframe only  or $50 almost Rx 

ready. 

 

 

Super Dragon Sea Plane 

 

Kit built, comes with full size plans and 

comprehensive instructions. Also have the parts to 

convert it to electric. Very stable in flight but I 

found taking off a challenge. Wingspan:  1.6m 

Servos: 2 x Futaba S 148 aileron ( These are glued 

to covers so will go with the model), elevator and 

rudder single HK 15139 water proof,  GWS  Nano 

on the throttle. This servo is permanent in the 

pylon so would also go with the model. 

Engine: 40 size two stroke recommended but not 

included. 

 

Pricing: $35 airframe, fuel tank, electric conversion and the three built in servos.$50  Just add, Rx, battery 

and engine. Includes water proof switch. 

 

Contact Dennis Heiford  

 

 

  



 
 

Darfield Aerotow Weekend  

Sam and Amy visited Darfield for an aerotow weekend in early November. Fantastic weather, warm with 

light steady winds. A complete absence of lift both days due to warm dry stable air. Sam flew his large 

glider successfully for the first time, and Amy had several successful ‘end to end’ flights. Some photos 

from the weekend below: 

 

 

 

  



From around the club 

A collection of models, people and activities from club flying. Thanks to all who contributed. 



 

 



 

 


